
 
 

Program: Doctoral Studies 
 
Course title: JUVENILE CRIMINAL LAW 
Teachers: Prof. Dr. Milan Škulić 
Course status: Elective for: 

1) Criminal law stream-I module 
2) Criminal law stream- II module 

Number of ECTS: 10 
Requirements: 
Aims of the Course:  
Deepen understanding and broaden analyze of theoretical and practical issues in the field of juvenile 
criminal law; developing and completing existing knowledge; taking a critical attitude and expressing 
critical thinking; developing of interdisciplinary scientific approach; 
 
 
Course result:  
To achieve the necessary level of knowledge and skills that will enable students to undertake independent 
research steps in the field of Juvenile Delinquency, to critically examine the existing legal rules and 
present de lege ferenda proposals. 
Course content: 

1. Establishing a special (autonomous) criminal and procedural status of juveniles;  
2. Basic tendencies and solutions in comparative law;  
3. Age limit of criminal liability- comparative view;  
4. A comparative analysis of the role of the age in modern criminal law;  
5. System of criminal sanctions against juveniles in Serbian and comparative law 
6. Actors in criminal proceeding against juveniles 
7. First instance proceeding against juveniles 
8. Legal remedies in juveniles proceeding 
9. Harmonization of Juveniles criminal law with international documents 
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- Radulović Lj., Maloletničko krivično pravo, Pravni fakultet, Beograd, 2010 
- Perić O., Origine et developpement du droit penal des mineurs : etat actuel de droit penal de 

Serbie, Crimen, 1/2010; 
- Larry J. Siegel, Brandon C. Welsh, Juvenile deliquency: Theory, practice and law, 11th 

edition,Wadsworth, USA, 2011;  
- Goldston B., J.Muncie, Youth, Crime and Justice, Sage Publications, London 2006 
- Goode S. S.Brookes, "Managing offenders and reducing crime",  ,Edit. by Moss-Stephens, 

Routledge, 2006.  
- F.Dunkel, K.Drenkhahn, Youth Violence, New Patterns and Local Responses, Conference of the 

Internationale Association for Research Into Juvenile Criminology, Forum Verlag, Godesberg 
2003. 
 

Number of Lectures: 75 
Instruction method: Lectures, consultations 
 
Grading system (maximum number of points 100) 
Class Participation: 30  
Oral exam: 70  

 
 


